
 

Google's late response to Amazon Echo
suggests the future is voice control and
virtual reality
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Google’s first entry into VR, Cardboard, was less convincing. Credit: othree, CC
BY-SA

The recent Google I/O developer conference at which the company
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reveals its new products and directions brought with it several surprising
announcements that mark significant changes for the way the company
approaches its online business.

The first was the admission by Google chief executive, Sundar Pichai,
that Amazon had taken the lead in voice-activated devices when it 
launched Echo last year when he announced the company's own Google
Home, a similar table-top, voice-controlled AI assistant. These devices
have been made possible by the rapid improvement of voice-recognition
technology and AI fast enough to respond in real time to questions and
answers. But under the surface, the devices are deeply integrated with
the cloud, and in the case of Echo, Amazon's online marketplace.

This is significant because Echo now boasts more than 400 different
"skills" and connected suppliers through which users can order food,
look up calendar appointments, pay credit card bills, search for
information and many other things – just by asking with their voice. The
ecosystem of companion products around these intelligent assistants is
growing too: just by asking, you can switch on the lights in any room,
control the thermosat, security system and fire detectors, automate
perimeter doors or fences.

It's interesting that while both Amazon Echo and Google Home can
connect to many home appliances, Google Home also has support for
Google ChromeCast, which can control any television through voice
activation – another expanding battlefront with companies seeking to
become the "portal" of choice.

This is quite a shift from using a keyboard and mouse, or even
touchscreens, toward what I call voice-control-search. This is a game-
changer for Google which is at its core a search engine, particularly as it
is playing catch up with Amazon. The challenge now is for the
companies to build enough "skills" into these smart assistants to keep
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users satisfied. Having personally used Amazon's Echo it is astonishing
how quick it is to use, and how quickly one becomes used to the hands-
free approach. In the coming market for Internet of Things devices,
predicted by Cisco to be worth US$14 trillion by 2022, this is a major
step away from the definition of computing as something conducted on
personal computers through a keyboard and mouse.

  
 

  

The rise of augmented living spaces
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The second significant announcement at Google I/O was the company's
new virtual reality platform, Daydream. This is another signifier of how
quickly data and location have become all-important in how people
experience and interact with their computing environments, at home and
at work. Like Microsoft's move into virtual reality territory with its 
Hololens, Google recognises that the future platform for services can be
both physical and virtual. The "flat world" experience of a web page of
search results can be brought to life and made more interactive and
immersive.

This is a penny drop moment for virtual reality. When connected to
social networks, online marketplaces, search, and personal data, this
reality – an emerging open-augmented reality platform, rather than any
proprietary approach closed off to other firms – will be able to blend
virtual reality content from platforms like Google DayDream with
physical living and working experiences to create new experiences in
those places.

The difference between open and closed systems is key: 3D virtual
reality glasses like Facebook's Occulus Rift or Microsoft's HoloLens that
combine the real world with 3D virtual or projected images are closed
systems, offering only whatever content has been made for those
devices.

With the open approach, the devices can connect with other platforms
such as social networking and direct interaction with physical
environments – mobile devices with augmented/virtual reality become
ways to connect users with physical and virtual experiences, as Microsoft
is experimenting with using Hololens and Google's use of secretive
startup Magic Leap's virtual reality tech and gesture control devices. At
this point we have moved into an era of immersive environments that go
way beyond web pages. This is where Google's Daydream will be
headed, pushing content that can expand into these new open directions
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of combined virtual and augmented reality tools.

To see virtual reality tech as of use only to, for example, niche
videogaming is to fail to see the actual consequences of this technology
once fully realised in the next two to five years. The mobile
augmented/virtual reality market is predicted to reach US$150 billion by
2020, and this will pit companies against each other as they seek to grow
into these new rich and contextual environments. What's next? It will be
interesting to see how Apple responds to this new market when it
decides to enter the fray.

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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